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table, as its enemies hope. Yugoslavia, won with a great struggle, will also defend itself
with a great struggle. 279
At the same time that he insisted on his loyalty to the Yugoslav state, however, Milosevic
served notice that he would not support just any Yugoslavia. Only a few months after the
"Brotherhood and Unity" meeting, at the Twentieth Plenum of the Ley in January of 1989,
Milosevic asserted:
If Yugoslavia were to be imagined as a political community in which Serbia is divided
into three parts and on its knees, then Serbia would be against such a community, against
such a Yugoslavia. Then we would be for another kind of Yugoslavia, that is for the only
possible Yugoslavia - for a Yugoslavia in which all are equal, including Serbia.28o
In the eighteen months between the January 1990 collapse of the Ley and the June 1991
disintegration of the Yugoslav state, the Serbian leadership (without completely relinquishing its
Yugoslav claims) increasingly cast itself as the defender of the interests of Serbia and - at first
tentatively, and then more explicitly - of Serbs elsewhere. Its focus shifted, in other words, from
a revived Yugoslav federation to an expanded Serbian state. 2S1 This shift was reflected in the
Serbian constitution adopted on September 28, 1990. Much of the constitution was written in
language befitting an independent state. 282 For instance, Article 72 referred to the "sovereignty,
independence and territorial integrity of the Republic of Serbia and its international position and
relations with other states and international organizations.,,2S] (In some ways, this echoed the
Declaration on the Full Sovereignty of the State of the Republic of Slovenia adopted by thc
Slovene assembly on July 2, 1990. This Declaration included the provision that republican laws
would take precedence over federal ones.) Article 73 of the Serbian constitution stated that the
republican parliament "decides about war and peace" and "ratifies international agreements.,,284
Article 135 used ambiguous language with regard to Serbia's position within the SFRY. It stated
that certain "rights and duties" would be carried out in accordance with the federal constitution,
but also suggested that the republic could act independently to defend its interests if these were
threatened by "acts of the organs of the federation or acts of the organs of another republic.,,285
(By contrast, the constitution's provisions very clearly subordinated the autonomous provinces to
the republic?86)
The constitution included another very significant provision: its statement that the
Republic of Serbia would "maintain connections with the Serbs who live outside the republic of
Serbia, working to guard their national and cultural-historical identity.,,287 This in itself did not
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necessarily imply border changes. However, it was in the discussions leading up to the adoption
of the constitution that MiloSevic first publicly raised the idea that Yugoslavia's dissolution
would involve the revision of republican borders. He stated that while Serbia supported a federal
Yugoslavia, current moves toward confederation raised the possibility of an independent Serbia.
The current borders, he said, were contingent on a federal Yugoslavia. If Yugoslavia were to
become a confederation, the question of borders would be open and Serbia would protect Serbs
outside Serbia. Milosevic did not say what areas Serbia would claim, or what methods it would
use.2 88
That Serbia was increasingly acting independently of federal authority was shown not only
in the new Serbian constitution, but also in various actions of the Serbian regime - notably its
December 1990 appropriation without the authorization of the National Bank of Yugoslavia of a
reported $1.5 billion worth of dinars from the federation's funds.

(The money was used to pay

wages and pensions in Serbia just before that republic'S electionsl
of course came a realignment in inter-republican relations.

89

With the Serbian change

Serbia's pursuit of a stronger

federation had done much to strengthen pro-independence sentiment in Slovenia, and as long as
Serbia sought to restructure Yugoslavia the two republics were on a collision course. But - given
the virtual absence of Serbs in Slovenia - Siovenian independence (which came a step closer to
realization with a pro-independence referendum on 23 December 1990) was consistent with the
pursuit of a post-Yugoslav expanded Serbia.

According to a number of accounts, Milosevic

conveyed his acceptance of Slovene secession to the Slovene leaders on various occasions in the
.
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last half of 1990 and the first months of 1991.

As the Serbian leadership moved away from its self-appointed position as defender of
Yugoslav unity, this role was to some extent taken over by the leadership of the Yugoslav
National Anny (JNA). The collapse of the Ley had been particularly traumatic for the Anny,
which was closely linked with the party not only historically (through the Partisan struggle), but
. . . II y. 291 The Anny's mission had previously been defined as defending both
aI so mstItutJona
socialism and the Yugoslav state; now it was unclear. The JNA leadership - deeply conscious of
the dangers of civil war - continued to view the Army as the guardian of Yugoslav unity. It was
largely unable either to conceive of Yugoslavia in post-socialist terms or to imagine a peaceful
dissolution of the state 292 The JNA leadership's policies were not identical with those pursued
by the Serbian leadership: in particular,

some JNA leaders pursued the goal of a unified
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Yugoslavia even after Serbian leaders had abandoned it?93
linked the two groups.
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Nevertheless, important factors

Their common commitment to socialism was crucial. Within Serbia,

both were on the Partisan side in the Partisan vs. Chetnik divide that reemerged as Serbia m'oved
toward a multiparty system. With regard to other republics, the Army's top leaders were deeply
suspicious of the reformist and then post-communist Slovene leaders and still more hostile to
Croatia's Franjo Tudman. 294

This orientation, as well as the predominantly Serb and

Montenegrin origin of the officer corps, ultimately shaped the JNA's policies in a "Serbian"
direction.

Publicly, Milosevic continued to straddle the Yugoslav-Serbian fence into the December
1990 Serbian elections and beyond.

The platform of his Socialist Party of Serbia (formed

through the merger of the League of Communists of Serbia and the Socialist Alliance) called for
"a modern federation of equal citizens and [equal] federal units" (with the equality of citizens to
be assured by one-man, one-vote elections for one chamber in the federal parliament), while also
saying that the Yugoslav peoples "must have the right to self-determination and secession." The
platform also said that a new Yugoslav Constitution should allow autonomous provinces to be
formed within Yugoslavia "on the basis of the expressed will of the population and national,
historic, cultural and other specifics." (The main goal of this proposal, which had surfaced in
similar form during the 1971 constitutional amendment debates, was a Serb autonomous
province in Croatia.) The platform called for Serbia to exert authority over its whole state,
including the autonomous provinces. Most important (echoing the newly-adopted constitution),
it promised support to Serbs outside Serbia:
The Socialist Party of Serbia will constantly follow the conditions of life and
development of parts of the Serbian people in other republics and abroad, and maintain
active ties with their political, cultural, and other organizations, thinking it natural that
others will also maintain such relations with parts of their people in Serbia. It will offer
them material and moral support, contributing to the improvement of the conditions of
their life, the preservation of their national identity [and] cultural tradition, and to a more
intensive cultural development. 295
In the context of Serbia in 1990, the SPS's expressed position on the national question was
moderate. With regard to the national issue the regime was in an enviable position. By restoring
Serbian rule over the provinces, Milosevic had established his national credentials beyond any
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reasonable doubt. He was thus free to position himself in the campaign as the voice of national
moderation, promising peace if he won tbe election and threatening civil war if the opposition
did. (MiloseviC's most prominent campaign slogan - "With us, there is no uncertainty" - offered
a fearful electorate an illusory stability, rather than appealing to national passions.)

It was left to the opposition parties to bring the border question into the election, and most
of them did. (Anti-nationalist parties were politically marginal in this election?96) Few political
figures were prepared to discuss the problems raised by Yugoslavia's impending dissolution in
terms of minority rights rather than border changes. A notable exception was Zoran Dindie.
"Effective means to protect the collective rights of minorities," Dindie argued, was the sine qua

non for peaceful separation. 297 Drawing new borders could not be the solution, for in ethnicallymixed Yugoslavia: "If the land shook with the wish of its inhabitants to go elsewhere with "their
territory" there would be a permanent earthquake in some parts ofYugoslavia."298
Most prominent in putting forward specific border claims in the 1990 Serbian elections
was novelist Vuk DraSkoviC's anti-communist Serbian Renewal Movement (Srpski pokret

obnove, or SPO). The SPO was the only opposition party to achieve double-digit returns in the
election, winning 15.8% of the vote for parliament. 299 SPO adherents embraced the legacy of
the Second World War Chetniks (and the traditional values of monarchy, church, and peasantry)
as well as the liberal ideals of parliamentary democracy.

The SPO's draft program proclaimed

the party's support for a (strengthened) Yugoslavia, but also acknowledged the possibility of
Yugoslavia's collapse. In that event, it said, Serbia should claim territories according to two
criteria. It should demand all territories that belonged to the Serbian state on December 1, 1918,
as well as all territories in Bosnia-Herzegovina and Croatia in which Serbs were in the majority
before the Ustasa genocide. 3OO Draskovie put forward the same position in October 1990, adding
that a referendum in the contested territories would be valid only if it counted the votes of all
Serb victims of the Ustasa, and their unborn descendants. 301
During the election campaign, Draskovic repeatedly accused Milosevic of insufficient
national zeal. A May 1990 exchange between the two is characteristic. In one speech, Milosevic
had asserted that the Serbian government was in full control of its territory "from DragaS [in
southwestern Kosovo on the Albanian border] to Horgos [in northeastern Vojvodina on the
Hungarian border]." With this phrase, Milosevic emphasized his success in restoring Serbian
control over the provinces. He went on to promise "... we will not sit with our hands folded in the
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face of any violence against thc parts of the Serbian people outside Serbia."302 Later that month,
DraSkovic responded "Serbia is not just from Dragas to Horgos, as you were pleased to say ... You
are mistaken if you think that you traced the borders of Serbia on March 28, 1989 [when the
Serbian constitutional amendments were adopted]." Dra.skovic also questioned the sincerity of
MiloseviC's promise to protect Serbs outside Serbia, predicting that the Communists would
ultimately choose power in Serbia over the defense of Serbdom. The SPO continued its attempts
to outflank the regime on the national question up to the election. For instance, in September of
1990, when the SPS promised that in the case of confederation Serbia would use "peaceful
means" to protect Serbs outside Serbia, Dra.skovic denounced the formula as "capitulation."303
This technique ultimately worked against the SPO, lending credibility to MiloseviC's claims that
an opposition victory would mean civil war.
Even while putting forward extremist border claims, Dra.skovic - a Serb from Herzegovina
- showed considerable awareness that implementing them would be impossible. In September of
1989, Draskovic indicated that he saw his border claims less as a program to carry out after
Yugoslavia's collapse than as a threat that would fotestall collapse by intimidating advocates of a
Greater Croatia. Dividing Yugoslavia's mixed territories, where "the ethnic map looks like a
leopard-skin," would be impossible, Draskovic said. 304 As war approached, Draskovicrepeated
the leopard-skin metaphor and emphasized the impossibility of division on several occasions. In
a speech delivered in June 1991, just before war broke out, he called Yugoslavia the only
reasonable solution for its peoplcs: "There is no magician who can draw ethnically pure borders
across that leopard-skin and between thousands of husbands, wives and their children."305.

In this period, though the Milosevic regime might decline to set out explicit border claims
in public, it took a variety of actions directly and indirectly aimed at aligning Serbs in BosniaHerzegovina and in Croatia with Belgrade, and against the new]y elected governments of those
repUblics. This process advanced most rapidly in Croatia. In some instances, Serbian officials
reportedly intervened directly to block independent contacts and negotiations between Serbs in
Croatia and the Zagreb leadership. By August 1990, with Belgrade's encouragement, Serbs in
the Knin area had essentially severed relations with Zagreb, and begun the so-called "log
revolution. "
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At this time, a flood of stories in the Belgrade media - as well as the public exhumation
and reburial of the bones of UstaSa victims - promoted the idea that Serbs outside Serbia were
again threatened by the genocide they had suffered during the Second World War. 306 Of course,
the perception of endangerment was not created solely by Belgrade's actions. It was also fed by
personal and family memories of the war, and - in Croatia - by the Tudman regime's highly
nationalist rhetoric, partial rehabilitation of the U staSa state, and many acts of insensitivity
toward the Serb population. The Croatian leadership justified some of its measures - e.g.,
dismissing many Serbs from the police - as a way of undoing Serbs' overrepresentation in the
republic'S political and security cadres (itself the result of Serbs' role in the Partisan struggle).
Such actions, however, could only reinforce Serbs' fears that minority status would inevitably
result in discrimination. 307

All ofthese actions were aimed at promoting a territorial rather than a political solution to
the reemerging "Serbian problem."

They indicated that in the ever-more-likely event of

Yugoslavia's col/apse Serbia would attempt to bring territories populated by Serbs within its O\'ffi
borders, rather than seeking legal or constitutional protections for them within newlyindependent states based on the preexisting republican boundaries. This basic orientation found
particularly clear expression at a meeting of the six republican presidents held on March 28,
1991 in Split.30S A consideration of the positions put forward at this meeting (based on a
transcript held at the ICTY) will conclude the consideration of how Milosevic's national program
shaped the process of Yugoslavia's dissolution.
By the end of March 1991, though Slovenia's and Croatia's declarations of independence
and the beginning of large-scale combat were still three months away, the post-Yugoslav wars
had in some sense begun. At the beginning of March, armed clashes between Serbs and Croatian
police units had occurred in Pakrac (Western Slavonia); clashes at the Plitvice Lakes occurred
during the meeting itself. 309 (On April I, just a few days after the meeting, the Executive
Committee of the National Council of the self-proclaimed Serbian Autonomous Area of KJajina
declared that KJajina was joining itself to the republic of Serbia, and that henceforth Serbia's
laws would apply there. 31 <)

The situation within Serbia itself was also extremely tense: on

March 9, the Army had intervened to put down a major opposition demonstration demanding an
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end to regime control of the media.
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Finally, on March 25 Tudrnan and Milosevic had met

secretly at Karadordevo, and had reportedly discussed the division of Bosnia.311
The positions that the republican presidents put forward at the March 28 meeting were
consistent with their publicly-expressed views, but took on sharper form in their sometimesacerbic exchanges. Slovenia's president, Milan Kucan, argued that Slovenia's decision to leave
Yugoslavia had already been made (through the December 23, 1990 referendum in which 86%
of voters supported independence). While expressing his government's wish to reach
independence through a process of agreement, he made it clear that Slovenia would act
unilaterally if agreement was not reached by the referendum's June 23 deadline.312 Kiro
Gligorov, Macedonia's president, and Alija Izetbegovic, president of the presidency of BosniaHerzegovina, attempted to find a compromise solution that would allow some form of Yugoslav
union on the basis of republican sovereignty.313 Croatia's president (and the meeting's host and
chair), Franjo Tudrnan, took a position like Slovenia's on the issue of republican sovereignty but
showed more hesitation in implementing it. 314 Montenegrin president Momir Bulatovic
emphasized the difficulty of reconciling republican and national claims in the event of
Yugoslavia'S dissolution. 315
A striking aspect of the presidents' meeting was that both Kucan and Tudrnan charged
that Milosevic and Serbia had taken the first steps toward undermining the 1974 constitution and
the Yugoslav state. In a particularly heated exchange, Tudman and Milosevic debated this
point:
"Dr Franjo Tudman: AVNOJ Yugoslavia has not existed since you in Serbia carried out those
changes ....Moreover, you were the one who said both institutionally and extra-institutionally and
so forth that you are changing the situation, and you have changed it ....
Slobodan Milosevic: We changed the situation in Serbia, we didn't change the situation in
Yugoslavia.
Dr Franjo Tudrnan: That changing of yours influenced ... "
(At this point in the exchange Milosevic interrupted Tudman

and returned to a previous

topiC.)316 Similarly, at another point in the meeting Kucan said to Milosevic: "You constantly
talk about a constitutional path [to separation], about the constitution which you do not
. you fiITst and mos.
t .. 317
recogmze,
MiloseviC's basic stance - put forward both in the course of discussion and as a formal
proposal - was that Yugoslavia'S dissolution was possible only on the basis of the self-
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determination of peoples, that such self-determination could be carried out through national
referendums (i.e., one referendum for Serbs, one for Croats, and

50

on), and that dissolution

would have to be preceded by an agreement on borders, based on "respect for the national,
historical, cultural and other interests of each Yugoslav people."JI8 nus was essentially a moredeveloped version of the position Milosevic had first put forward in June of 1990. The criteria
he now cited for determining post-Yugoslav borders were sufficiently vague to allow for almost
any claims.
Several other points are noteworthy about the position Milosevic put forward at this
meeting (and elsewhere).

First, like the majority of Serbian politicians and intellectuals at this

time, Milosevic took it for granted that the socialist distinction between "nations (narodi)" and
"nationalities (narodnosti)"

or "national minorities (narodne manjine)" would survive

Yugoslavia. 319 The most important political corollary was that Serbs in Bosnia-Herzegovina and
Croatia would have the right to self-determination if Yugoslavia collapsed, but Albanians in
Kosovo would not.

When Tudman - challenging Milosevic's assertion that in the event of

confederation no people would be more divided than Serbs - cited Albanians, Milosevic
responded simply that they were a national minority (even though it appeared from the context
that Tudman was referring to all AJbanians, not just those in Yugoslavia).320
Illustrating the other side of the equation, in November of 1990 Antonije lsakovic (then
prominent in MiloseviC's SPS) had said that anyone who wanted to leave Yugoslavia was free to
do so but could not take Serbs along, for "in Yugoslavia Serbs cannot be a national minority. "321
The taboo against calling any Yugoslav "people" a minority sometimes led to quasi-comic
circumlocutions, as when Milosevic said of Kosovo's Serbs and Montenegrins, "We cannot say
that they are a minority, but it's a fact that there are many fewer of them. "322 When Yugoslavia
disintegrated, however, the taboo had tragic results, contributing to the pressure to make every
minority a majority by changing borders.323
Another striking aspect of Milosevic's proposal was that he insisted on national
referendums without acknowledging that there could be any difficulty in implementing them in
Yugoslavia's many nationally-mixed communities.

Alija Izetbegovic (who was facing the

demands of the Belgrade-backed Serbian Democratic Party for a national referendum in BosniaHerzegovina) commented: "Someone would have to explain to me what a national referendum
means and what it would mean in practice in Sarajevo, where of 600,000 people live 250. 350
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thousand Muslims, 170 or 180,000 Serbs, 80,000 Croats and also those of other nations and
. I"Itles. ,,324 Later, Izetbegovic answered .his own question, saying: "To a national
natlOna
referendum, and then civil war in Sarajevo, people shooting at each other from the windows, that
WI'11

happen t 0 us. ..}25
Milosevic's rejection of "minority" status for Serbs and his insistence upon national

referendums were linked with his rejection of any idea of (non-territorial) guaranteed minority
rights. ]n fact, Milosevic was insistent that if republics were recognized as sovereign such rights
could not be guaranteed, even if the republics remained within some Yugoslav association. 326
On the other side of this debate, Izetbegovic and Kuean argued that guarantees were both
necessary and feasible, with Kuean citing his experience with Slovene minorities in Europe.J27
Bulatovic agreed that "respect for civil and human rights would solve all this," but was
pessimistic about realizing these rights.328
Parts of the meeting seemed a continuation of what I earlier referred to as a Serb-Slovene
"dialogue of the deaf' over the respective rights of nations and republics (a dialogue that can be
traced back at least to the Cosic-Pirjevec polemic of 1961.)329 Kuean, however, fully recognized
the centrality of the Serbian problem. At one point he even proposed that at their next meeting
the republican leaders should discuss "How to solve the problem of the Serbian people in the
circumstances that have arisen historically."JJO MiloseviC's statements at the meeting, however,
provided little basis for any concrete discussion of the issue, for they included no mention of the
specific interests of Serb communities in any part of Yugoslavia. What was clear was only that
Milosevic excluded all but territorial solutions to the Serbian problem.
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contemporary conflict in the region" (6).
19 Duijzings emphasizes this point in the Introduction to his Religion and [he Politics o/Identity in Kosovo.
In his formulation: " ... KosoYO also has a history of coexistence with considerable movement across its ethnic and
religious frontiers, through trade, cultural diffusion, religious exchange and conversion. Many cultural trails were
and still are shared across group boundaries, and throughout its history the ethnic and religious barriers have been
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anything but watertight. Instead of two 'ethnic' societies, I prefer to speak here of one single 'frontier' society, in
which periods of confrontation alternate with periods of contact and co-operation across ethnic and religious
boundaries" (1).
20 See Vickers, Between Serb and Albanian, Chapter Three; and Malcolm, Kosovo, 228-35. The numbers
involved are, of course, disputed. Pavlowitch, Serbia, cites calculations that 71,000 Muslims ("including at least
49,000 Albanians") left the newly-acquired Serbian territories during the war or after 1878 (68), while 150,000
Serbs emigrated from Kosovo between 1878 and 1912 (121). Malcolm (228) cites contemporary reports of6070,000 Albanian refugees from Serbia, and (while acknowledging that "only a rough estimate is possible") suggests
that about 60,000 Serbs left Kosovo between 1876 and 1912 (230). With regard to the deterioration of
intercommunal relations after 1878, Malcolm notes: "All sources are agreed that the muhaxbirs [Muslim refugees],
for their own part, were particularly hostile to the local Christians, especially to the Orthodox Serbs" (229).
21 In the oft-quoted words of the Carnegie Endowment's 1914 Report of the International Commission to
Inquire into the Causes and Conduct of the Balkan Wars, "Houses and whole villages reduced to ashes, unarmed
and innocent populations massacred en masse, incredible acts of violence, pillage and brutality of every kind - such
were the means which were employed and are still being employed by the Serbo-Montenegrin soldiery, with a view
to the entire transformation of the ethnic character of regions inhabited exclusively by Albanians." International
Commission to Inquire into the Causes and Conduct of the Balkan Wars, The other Balkan wars (Washington:
Carnegie Endowment, 1993), 151. To place this assertion in its context, it should be noted that the Commission did
not see these atrocities as uniquely Serbian. It detailed many atrocities commined by Bulgarian and Greek soldiers,
and saw the problem as a regional one: "the object of these anned conflicts, over! and covert, clearly conceived or
vaguely felt, but always and everywhere the same, was the complete extermination ofan alien population" (148).
22 An excellent brief treatment of Kosovo's incorporation into Serbia is Chapter 9 of Roux, Les Albanais en
Yaugoslavie. Vickers, Between Serb and Albanian, Chapter 5 and Malcolm, Kosovo, Chapter 13 describe the events
of World War I in Kosovo. 'The complexity of First World War relations between the Serbian government and
various Albanian leaders - within the larger context of Serbian-Austrian competition for Albanian allies - can be
seen in Dorde Stankovic, "Nikola Pa!:ic i albansko pitanje 1914-1917," lstorija 20. veka 1811 (2000),9-28.
nSee Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom, 10-12; Roux, Les Albanais, Chapter 10; and Vickers, Between Serb
and Albanian, Chapter 6. With regard to education, Raux argues that discrimination was largely a matter of
practice, rather than being institutionalized; the system was not an apartheid one. "II convient de souligner que Ie
traitement applique aux Albanais en matiere d'enseignement et de culture ne relevait pas d'un r~gime d'apartheid,
c'esl·a-dire d'nne discrimination institutionnalisee. 11 s'agissait d'une discrimination de fait, d'une politique de nonrespect des droils culturels des minorites qui est generale dans les Balkans entre les deux guerres, et que I'on observe
notamment en Albanie" (208). For a contrasting view, see Malcolm, Kosovo, 267-68.
24 In the words of Vasa Cubrilovic, " ... za veCinu po1iti~kih !judi u Srbiji sve do 1912. ne postavlja se
prakti~no pitanje 0 ujedinjenju ni svih Srba, a kamoli Jugoslovena." Cubrilovic, lstorija politicke misJi, 331.
25By examining the school textbooks used before unification by Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes, Charles
lelavich has demonstrated that none of these peoples were educated for a Yugoslav state. The special value of
lelavich's work on elementary and secondary school textbooks is that it enables him to go beyond the study of
intellectual elites. He concludes: "An analysis of the textbooks makes one point very clear: none of the books Serbian, Croatian, or Slovenian - even remotely conveyed the type of information and enthusiasm about South Slav
unity or Yugoslavism that was being expounded by intellectuals, university students, and a few politicians in the
decade before the war." Charles Jelavich, South Slav Nationalisms - Textbooks and Yugoslav Union before 1914
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1990),272.
2'Cited in Cubrilovic, Istorija politicke misli, 334. In the original: "velike stvari srpske mave i srpskohrvatskog i slovenatkog plemena" and "borbom za oslobodenje i ujedinjenje sve n~e neoslobodene brace Srba,
Hrvata i Siovenaca." For the interpretation, cf. Branko Petranovic, Istorija Jugos/avije 1918-1988 (Belgrade: Nolit,
1988), I: 10-12.
27Cited (with italics as marked) in Bosnian Serb historian Vladimir Corovic's Velika Srbija - ujedinjenje
(Belgrade: Kultura, 1990),87. In the original: "ovoj velikoj borbi. .. da Srbiju st"orimo Velikom, Ie da obuhvati sve
Srbe i Jugos/ol'ene, daje ucinirno silnom i mocnom lugoslavijom ... ". Corovic's book, originally published in 1924,
is itself a striking example of Great Serbian-Yugoslav conflation, presenting 1918 as the culmination of the quest for
Great Serbia.
28 C f. Stevan Pavlowitch: "The problem was that Pa!:ic, and many with him in Serbia, did not really
,mderstand the difference between Serbia and Yugoslavia" (pavlowilch. Serbia, 109).
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Andrew Wachtel makes the interesting argument that this failure of vision was in large part generational:
"Nikola PaSic (born 1845), the leading architect of Serbian policy before, during, and after the war, came of age
during the period when Yugoslav cooperation was at a low ebb. Thus, he and his contemporaries gravitated quite
naturally to a great-Serbian policy. The twenty-year period preceding World War I had, however, seen a gigantic
rise in Yugoslav feeling among yQ\mger Serbs, many of whom would and should have become leaders by the 19205.
But precisely this generation was decimated during the war ... As a result, Serbian politics remained the province of
the older generation." Andrew Baruch Wachtel, Making a Nation, Breaking a Nation: Literature and Cultural
Politics in Yugoslavia (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), 76.
29S ee Banac, National Question in Yugoslavia.
30For an overview of the politi~s and ideology of tile royal dictatorship (1929-31), see Ielavich, History of
the Balkans 2:200-204; and Petranovic, Istorija Jugoslavije, I: 176-212. For competing conceptions of Yugoslavism
in the interwar state, see Nikola Duganlftija, Jugoslavenstvo (Belgrade: Mladost, 1985), 44-49, 121-22, 147-50, 15759, and 181-84. (This useful study is organized thematically rather than chronologically.) Cf. DuSan Itevic,
Jugoslovenstvo ijugoslovenslta nacija (Belgrade: Nautna knjiga, 1989),31-42.
3 1These figures on the population of the Banovina Hrvatske are taken from Lampe, Yugoslavia as History,
191-92. For a map and detailed discussion of the territorial division, see Ljubo Boban, Hrvatske granice od 19/8.
do 1993. godine (Zagreb: i'lkolska knjiga and HAZU, J 993), Chapter 6.
32 A good analysis of the Sporazum's significance is Aleksa Djilas, The Contested Country: Yugoslav Unity
and Communist Revolution, 1919-1953 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991), 133-35.
33See Ljubodrag Dimi':, ·Srpski kultumi klub izmedu kulture i politike," Knjiievnosr 9-\0 (1993), 858-903
and Miodrag Jovicic, ed., "Jako srpstvo - jaka Jugoslavija" - izbor <,lanoka iz ''Srpslrog glasa" organa Srpskog
kulturnog Itluba 1939 - 1940 (Belgrade: Nau6!a knjiga, 1991).
Dimic notes (pp. 859-60) that while the exact date when the club was founded has not been established, its
rules were approved by the Interior Ministry on January 15, 1937, making late 1936 a reasonable assumption.
34Cited in Dimic, "Srpski kultumi klub," 860, note 3.
35SIobodan Jovanovic, "Jugoslovenska misao u pro;losti i buducnosti: Srpski ""jii""ni glasnik New
Series 59 (1940), 30-3&. The quote is from page 34. Cf. Aleksandar Pavkovie, Slohodan JovanoviC: an
unsentimental approach to politics (Boulder: East European Monographs, 1993),201-04.
36Forthe Club's conception of Serbian territories, "Srpske zemlje." see Dimie, "Srpski kultumi klub," 874877, and the 1940 document "Nacn uredbe 0 organizaciji srpske zemlje" reproduced in part in Momtilo Zetevie and
Branko Petranovic, Jugoslovenskifederalizam" ideje i >Narnost: TematsAa zbirka dokumenata (Belgrade: Prosveta,
1987), I: 569-70.
37See "Gde god je Srba - tu je Srbija," Srpski glm 14 December 1939, reprinted in Jovj~ic, ed., "Jako
srpstvo - jaka Jugoslavija," 57-58. The author is given as "Dr. M.M."
The quotation in the original is: "da je srpska Otadtbina svugde gde god je Srba, od Subotice do
Dalmatinskog Kosova haj Sibenika, i od Sufuka do Devdelije. Sve zemlje gde god Srbi ~ive, bez obzira na
plemensko-administrativne podele vee izvr~ene iii koje ce se izvrSiti, srpske su zemlje islo onoliko koliko i hrabra
i'lurnadija i koliko i gordi Loveen.
Srpske su zemlje i Kordun i Lika i delovi Dalmacije i delovi Siavonije, koji su danas u sastavu
Banovine Hrvatske. Srpske su 7-310 ~o su te zemlje preci danaSnjih Srba svojom juna~kom mgicom branili i
odbranili od tudinskog zavojevafa u toku vekova j svojom plemenitom krvlju i znojem natopili."
38The literature on the Second World War in Yugoslavia is immense. Chapter Seven of Lampe's
Yugoslavia as History provides a balanced introduction and a good selection of references. Other works addressing
specific aspects of the war are cited below.
39A good brief introduction 10 the Ustasha is Chapter Four of !)iilas, The Contested Country; see also Jill
A. Irvine, The Croat Question: Partisan Politics in the Formation of the Yugoslav Socialist State (Boulder:
Westview Press, I 993), Chapter Three. Lampe states (YugoslavIa as History, 204) that by 1941 Ustasha supporters
still made up "less than 10 percent of politically active Croats."
40The most widely-accepted analyses of Yugoslavia's wartime losses are two works from the 19805, one
by an emigre Serb and one by a Croat: Bogoljub Ko~ov;t, Zrtve drugog svelskog rata u Jugoslaviji (London: Veritas
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Foundation Press, 1985) and Vladimir Zeljavi¢, Gubici stanwnistva Jugoslavije u drugom svjetskom raw (Zagreb:
Jugoslavensko viktimolo~ko dIWtvo, 1989). Their findings are in many respects very similar. Vladimir Zeljavic
offers a detailed comparison of their findings (and praises KocoviC's scholarly and objective approach) in his
Opsesije i megalomanije okoJasenovca i B1eiburga(Zagreb: Globus, 1992),172-77.
Srdan Bogosavljevic, ''Nerasvetljeni genocid," in Neboj~a Popov, ed., Srpska strano rata, 159-70,
summarizes some of Ko~oviC's and Ze!javic's main findings as well as considering some other studies. The figures
cited here are taken from Bogosavljevic.
41 In Lenard Cohen's summary: "Reverting to the situation before 1912 and during a good part of World
War I, the Serb and Montenegrin inhabitants of the region once again became second-class citizens, while Albanians
assumed a position not without similarities to the status they had enjoyed under Ottoman rule." Cohen, Serpent in
the Bosom, 14.
For overviews of the war in Kosovo, see Cohen, Serpent in the Bosom, 13-17; Vickers, Between
Serb and Albanian, Chapter 7; Malcolm, Kosovo, Chapter 15.
42 Vuckovic and Nikolic, Stanovnistvo Kosova, 103-{)5, present the differing estimates for Kosovo's
wartime mortality of Bogoljub Kocovic and Vladimir Zerjavic. (As noted above, these two authors have produced
the most-respected analyses of Yugoslavia's wartime losses.) Vu~kovic and Nikolic themselves estimate 12,000
war deaths among Albanians and 10,000 among Serbs and Montenegrins. The issue of the number ofexpelJees is
discussed below.
43 See Cohen, Seryenl in the Bosom, 16; Malcobn, Kosovo, 311-12; Vickers, Between Serb and Albanian.
141-43; and Branko Petranovic, Srbija u drugom svetsltom ralu, /939-/945 (Belgrade: Vojnoizdava~ki i novinski
centar, 1992),701-04. The figure of39,000 Partisan fighters is given in Petranovic, Srbija, 702.
':'For the colonists, see Petranovic, Srbija, 703-04 and Vu~kovic and Nikolic, Sianovnistvo Kosova, 99-100 .
•, Some sense of how diverse the various claims are can be derived from Stevan Pavlowitch's note that
"Estimates of the number of Serbs who left by 1944 vary between 70,000 and 200,000; and of Albanian newcomers
to Kosovo between 15,000 and 300,000. The upper limits are incompatible with Yugoslav census figures ... "
(Pavlowitch, Serbia, 147 note 5.)
"In addressing these questions, this report relies mainly on two works: a 1992 study by Micbel Roux, Les
Albanais en Yougoslavie, and a 1996 work by Milan Vu~kovic and Goran Nikolic, StanovniStvo Kosova u razdoblju
od 1918. do 199/. godine. While not in exact agreement with each other (owing to somewhat different
interpretations of ambiguities in the available data), both make reasoned use of the information available. Taken
together they provide a basis fOT evaluating the wildly varying claims that have been pur forward with regard to both
issues, particularly Albanian immigration.
The relevant sections are Michel Roux, Les Albanai, en Yougoslavie: minorite nalionale, terriloire e/
developpement (Paris: Editions de la Maison des sciences de I'homme, 1992). 217-27; and Milan Vu~kovic and
Goran Nikolic, Sianovnistvo Kosova u razdoblju ad /918. do 1991. godine: sa osvrlom na pre/hodni iSlorijski
period (Munich: Slavica Verlag, 1996), Chapter 3 and 137-43.
47 The results of the 1939 census (which was not one of the regular all-Yugoslav censuses but covered the
territory of "Old Serbia" including Kosovo) are set out in Vuckovic and Nikolic. SlanovniStvo Kosova, 78-80, and
are also discussed in Roux, Les Albanais, 218-24. Unlike earlier and later censuses this one did not classify
inhabitants by native language. Rather, the 1939 census divided the inhabitants into "Slavs," "Non·Slavs"
(considered to include all Muslims), and interwar immigrants. The numbers of Albanians, Serbs, and Montcnegrins
(and of course others as well) are therefore open to some interpretation, using projections based on the 1931 and
1948 censuses. Roux (218) estimates 370,000·380,000 Albanians in 1939 (58% of the population); Vu~kovic and
Nikolic estimate 350,946 (54.4%). Roux estimates 222,000 Orthodox inhabitants in 1939 (Table 15, p. 224), while
Vuckovic and Nikolic estimate 213,746 Serbs and Montenegrins.
The post-war censuses are set out in Table 13 (108) ofVutkovic and Nikolic, Stanovnis/Vo
Kosova. The 1948 census showed 498,242 Albanians, 17 J,911 Serbs, and 28,050 Montenegrins (for a combined
Serb-Montenegrin total of 199,961) .
.. Roux, Les Albanais, 225. The German official's estimate is cited in Malcolm, Kosovo, 305. VuCkovic
and Nikolic decline to speculate on the number of expellees, but note that estimates range from 30,000 to 100,000.
Vuckovic and Nikolic, Stanovnis/Vo Kosova, 96.
49 Roux, Les A/banais, 218 and 224-25.
Wi'h regard to wartime immigration from Albania, Vutkovic and Nikolic say that estimates range
from some thousands to 100,000. They emphasize the lack of direct information {particularly given that no frontiers
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were involved, since most ofKosovo had been joined to ltalian-controlled Albania). Citing an Italian plan to
resettle about 100,000 Albanians from Sicily and Albania to Kosovo, they say: "It is completely certain that this plan
was not even approximately realized." [Sasvim je izvesno da taj plan ni pribliillC nije ostvaren.} Vutkovic and
Nikolic, StanovniStvo Kosova, 102.
In discussing Albanian immigration through the post-war period (137-40), Vu~kovic and Nikolic note (and
dismiss as unfolUlded) claims that 300,000 or even 350,000 Albanians had immigrated in the postwar period, which
appeared in the Belgrade press in the late 1980s ( Politika 4 October 1988 and 15 September 1988, cited in
Vutkovic and Nikolic, StanovniStvo Kosova, 137). Such claims were frequently put forward to justifY demands for
the expulsion ofthese putative immigrants and their descendants ("Albanci preko Prokletija"). Shkelzen Maliqui
and Hivzi Islami both discuss this phenomenon in a roundtable discussion printed in Slavko Gaber and Ton~i
Kuzmanic, Kosovo - Srbija - Jugoslavija (Ljubljana: 1989),26 and 132.
50See Irvine, The Croat Question, for an excellent discussion of the Partisans' state-building strategy
during the war.
5 I For the origins of the Chetnik name, see Karchmar, Draia Mihailovic, I: 108-09.
52There is a large and growing literature on the Chetnik movement. Mile Bjelajac, "lstoriografija 0
gradanskom ratu u Jugoslaviji 1941-145," Istorija XX veka 15/1 (I 997}, 129-144, offers a very useful review of
major works.
.
In English, Jozo Tomasevich, War and Revolution in Yugoslavia. 1941-/945: The Chelniks
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1975) is still the most comprehensive treatment. Tomasevich gives most
attention to the Mihailovic movement per se and to Chetnik relations with the Germans and the Western Allies.
Two other useful monographs are Lucien Karchmar, Draia Mihailovic and the Rise of the Cetnik movement, 19411942 (New York and London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1987),2 vols.; and Matteo Milazzo The Chetnik movement
& the Yugoslav resistance (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1975). Karchmar offers excellent
regional history, emphasizing the differences among various Chetnik groups. Milazzo is particularly strong on
Chetnik relations with the Italians and the activities of local Chetnik groups in the Independent State of Croatia.
These works cite the Yugoslav studies available at the time, of which the works of Belgrade historian Jovan
Marjanovit are the most important. Among more recent works from former Yugoslavia, see especially Branko
Petranovic, Srbija u drugom svetskom ralu, 1939-1945 (Belgrade: Vojnoizdava~ki i novinski centar, 1992), and
Kosta Nikolic's 3-volume monograph, /s/orija Ravnogorslwg Pokrela /94/-/945 (Belgrade: Srpska ret, 1999).
NikoliC's work, while visibly shaped by the author's sympathy for the Chetnik movement (see, e.g., 2: 384) is a
scholarly treatment that incorporates much valuable archival material. From an opposing perspective, a useful
(Partisan) participant account is Milo~ Minie, Oslobodilacki iii gradanski rat (Novi Sad: Mir, 1993).
53See Tomasevich, The Chelniks, 125 and Karchmar, Draia Mihailovic, I: 8 I -82.
541n Western languages, see Tomasevich, The Chetniks, pp. 256-26 I, for a general appraisal of Chetnik
terror and Francine Friedman, The Bosnian Muslims: denial of a nation (Boulder: Westview Press, I 996), Chapter 5,
for Serb-Muslim relations during the war_ Wolfgang Hl\pken, "Die jugoslawischen Kommunisten lUld die
bosnischen Muslime," in Andreas Kappeler et. aI., eds., Die Muslime in der Sowjelunion und in Jugoslawien
(Cologne: Markus Verlag, 1989), 188- I 94, offers a useful analysis of the reasons for Serb-Muslim conflict. For
Eastern Bosnia, site of some of the worst massacres, see also Karchmar, Draia Mihailovic, I: 457-508.
In the former Yugoslav languages, see Vladimir Dedijer and Anttm Miletie, Genocid nad Muslimanima,
/941-1945: zbornik dokumenata i svjedocenja (Sarajevo: Svjetlost, 199O) and Enver RedZic, Bosna i Hercegovina u
Drugom svjetskom ratu (Sarajevo: Oko, 1998), 209-96.
" For the elements ofChetnik ideology, see Karchmar, Draia Mihailovic. 2: 569-610 and Nikolic, Istorija
Ravnogorskog pokre/a, 2: 353-446 (particularly 425-436, on the program set forth at the Svetosavski Congress in
January of I 944). See also the documents in Petranovic and Ze~evit, JugoslovenslciJederalizam I: 675-93. As
Karchmar and others emphasize, ideologies and conceptions competed within the movement. The brief account
given in the present text is necessarily oversimplified.
56For continuities with the Serbian Cultural Club see Nikolic, /storija Ravnogorskog pokreta 3: 327-45 (on
DragiSa Vas it). See also Karchmar, Draia Mihai!ovic. 2: 571-4, and Petranovic and Zetevic, Jugoslovenski
federalizam: ideje ; slvarnosl I: 678.
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57The document is reprinted in Dedijer and Miletic, Genocid nad Muslimanima, 8-16. For the quotation
("tdka stradanja koja Srbima nanose njihovi susedi Cim se profi prilika"), see p. 10.
Nikolic points out that this document - titled "0 nasoj drlavi, 0 njenim granicama" - was written before
Moljevic joined Mihailovic, and was never formally adopted by the Chetniks, Nevertheless, he says, it sets out
much of what became the Chetnik national program (Nikolic, /s/orija Ravnogorskog pOKre/a 2: 385-86).
In
particular, the idea of population exchanges was actively discussed within the Central National Committee (Nikolic,
/storija RavnogorskogpoKreta, 2: 444.) For more on Moljevic, see Karchmar, DraIa Mihailovic, 2: 580-82.
S8For the Partisan-Chetnik balance in Serbia, see Sranko Petranovit, Srbija u drugom svetskom ratu, 19391945, passim. Most important, Petranovic concludes (p. 750) that the Communist Party had little support in the
Serbian cOWltryside. For the roles of Serbs and Serbians in the Partisan movement, cf. Ivo Banac, Wilh Stalin
against Tito: Cominformist Splits in Yugoslav Communism (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1988),
109-110.
59For the "return" motif, see Tito's flTst speech in liberated Belgrade, 27 October 1944, in Josip Bmz Tito,
Govori i cianci, Volumes 1-21 (Zagreb: Naprijed, 1959-1972), 1:244-48, as well as his speech of 10 November 1944
(Govori i Cianci 1:249-51). For the Sumadija, see his speech of 18 June 1945, in Gavor; i cianci 1:326.
6Ofor some interesting comparisons between the Soviet and Yugoslav constitutions at this time, see F. W.
Hondius, The Yugoslav Community 0/ Na/ions (The Hague and Paris: Mouton, 1968), Chapter Four.
61See Tho's speeches of4 October 1953 (Govori i CIanci 8:268), and 18 September 1962 (Govari i cianci
17:309).
62Tito's speech in Glina (the site ofa notorious Ustasha massacre), 27 July 1952 (Gavori i CIanci 7:145).
63Speech to the Slovene Academy, 6 November 1948 (Govori i cianci 4:43). (In the same passage, Tito
contrasts this unity with the false unity of the interwar state.) Similarly, in a speech of6 June 1945, Tito said, "In
drawing our borders, we have Wlited oW"Selves spiritually." (Govori i Cianci 1:313).
64For a general discussion of the military, including some figures on the national composition of the
PartisarlS, see James Gow, Legitimacy and the military: the Yugoslav crisis (London: Pinter, 1992), 54-56. For the
composition of the officer corps at various times, see Lenard 1. Cohen, The Socialist Pyramid: Elites and Power in
Yugoslavia (Oakville, Ontario, 1989), Table 2.11 (p. 128), Lenard J. Cohen, Broken Bonds: Yugoslavia's
Disintegration and Balkan Politics in Transition (Boulder, CO: Westview Pre5S, 1995), Table 6.5 (p. 182), and
Lampe, Yugoslavia as History, 337.
65 See Cohen, Socialist Pyramid, Chapter 7 for a detailed and nuanced discussion of these patterns, as well
as Chapter 8 for Kosovo. Cohen summarizes his findings as follows: "Serbs [in 1971] were overrepresented in the
Croatian political elite, enjoyed a numerical majority in all ofVojvodina's elite sectors, had a plurality lead in the
Bosnian elite, and were in an exceptionally strong position along with Montenegrins in Kosovo's political, economic
and scientific-technical elites. This pattern leaves aside Serbian control of their own republic (the largest in the
COWltry) and the important role of Serbs in the affairs of the federal party, mass organizations and governmental
apparatus centered in Belgrade." Bur in spite of these patterns, Cohen concludes, "Serbian proportional
overrepresentation in the regional and total elite structures ofthe country was far less extreme than the role of the
Serbs in the interwar state (except perhaps within Croatia) and was set within a far different type of constitutional
system and ideological framework .... Politics in Yugoslavia since the late 1960's, especially at the federal level, has
been far more poli-<entric and con federal than the data discussed above would suggest, even during the years of
resurgent centralization. Thus, a good case can also be made for a gradual erosion of Serbian political influence in
the decision-making processes at both the regional and federal levels." Cohen, Socialist Pyramid, 307.
""For the phenomenon of Cominform ism (i.e. post-l 948 support for Stalin), see Iva Banae, With Stalin
Against Tito: Comin/ormist Splits in Yugoslav Communism (Ithaca and London: Cornell University Press, 1988),
especially Chapter 4 for the prevalence of Serbs and Montenegrins among the Cominformists.
67 As Veljko VujaCic has put it: "In sharp contrast to the official sponsorship of "Soviet-Russian
nationalism," in CommWlisl Yugoslavia "Serbo-Yugoslavism" was not to be, and no toasts were ever raised to the
special historic role played by the "leading Serbian nation."" VujaCic, "Historical legacies," 781.
6' The citation is "protiv ~ovinistiCkih i hegemonisti~kih tendencija i to ugJavnom velikosrpskih."
Osnivacki kongres KP Srbje (8-12 maj 1945), ed. Milan Borkovic and Venceslav GIi~ic (Belgrade: Institut za
istoriju radniCkog pokreta Srbije, 1972). 226.
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·'See, e.g., A ktivnost Saveza komunista Srbije u borbi pro/tv nacionalizma i sovinizma u SR Srbiji
(Belgrade: Komunist, 1972).
7'This point is developed more fully in Budding, "Yugoslavs into Serbs."
71For "socialist patriotism," see, for instance, Tito's speech of 16 November 1948 (Tito, Gavori i Clanci,
4:48). cf. Djilas, Contested Country, 174-8.
nThe best analysis in English of the development of Yugoslav self-management is Dennison Rusinow's
The Yugoslav Experimentl948-J974 (London: c. Hurst and Company, 1977).
73This discussion of the regime's national policy in the early 19505 draws mainly on Shoup, Communism,
184-91. I would note, however, that Shoup is mistaken in asserting (p. 205) that it was not until 1957 (in Kardelj's
Razvoj slovenskega narodnega vpraSanja) that the term "Yugoslav ism" (in Shoup, "Yugoslavianism") was used to
describe the Yugoslav loyalty the regime was trying to promote. The term appeared much earlier: see, for instance,
Cosic's November 1952 article on "socialist Yugoslavism" and the 1956 Mmc-!;ega polemic on the same subject
(both discussed in Chapter I of Budding, "Serb Intellectuals and the National Question.")
For the early 1950s, see also Djilas, Contested Country, 174-80; and the (brief) discussion of the SKJ's
Sixth Congress in 1952, in Desanka Pdic, ""Jugoslovenstvo" u kongresnim dokumentima KPJ/SKJ," Jugoslovenski
istorijski casopis 22/3, (1987), 103.
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